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DISCLAIMER

This document (named « White Paper » in the following text) presents different elements of information 

related to Stoby, a simplified joint-stock company, registered in the trade and companies register of 

Toulouse under number 832 996 557, whose registered office is situated at 13, Port Saint-Etienne 31000 

Toulouse (hereafter « Stoby »), that sells cryptographic tokens issued by Stoby (hereafter « STB Tokens 

») on the blockchain Ethereum (hereafter « Private Sale») and that develops a platform implemented by 

Stoby to connect clients and service providers in the service to individuals sector on the following website 

address www.stoby.fr (hereafter the « Platform »). The goal of the private sale is to allow Stoby to pay the 

costs necessary to proceed to the public sale of STB tokens (hereafter « Sale ») that will allow the funding 

of the further platform development.

 

People who wish to participate in the private sale must read the present document in relation to the Terms 

and Conditions of the private sale that you can find in the following link www.stoby.io. The terms that start 

with a capital letter that aren’t defined in the present document get their meaning from what is given on the 

Terms and Conditions of the private sale.

By buying the STB tokens or by participating in the platform, the buyer accepts to be bound by the White 

Paper, the Terms and Conditions of the private sale and all the documents mentioned by reference. 

The STB tokens mustn’t be referred to as securitieC in any jurisdiction whatsoever. Consequently, the White 

Paper, the Terms and conditions of the private sale and all the documents mentioned by reference musn’t 

be interpreted as an offer or invitation to invest in securities regardless whatever the jurisdiction might be. 

The STB tokens were not approved or registered by any regulatory authority that consequently couldn’t 

check the accuracy and correctness of the White paper, of the Terms and Conditions of the private sale 

and of all the documents mentioned by reference, nor assess the value of the STB tokens from a buyer’s 

perspective.

 

The information mentioned in the White paper, the Terms and Conditions of the private sale and all the 

documents mentioned by reference should not be interpreted as legal, fiscal or financial advice. Thus, it is 

highly recommended to each potential buyer to get an independent advice adapted to their legal, fiscal 

and financial situation before participating in the sale. 

The purchase of STB tokens entails certain risks, including the risk that the STB token value falls to zero. So 

it is not adapted to all potential purchasers. These risks are explained in detail in the Terms and Conditions 

of the private sale. Consequently, the purchase of STB tokens are only aimed at potential purchasers who 

understand perfectly the underlying technology and are ready to assume all risks inherent to the private 

sale, to the sale and to the participation in the platform.

 

The White paper, the Terms and Conditions of the private sale contain some prospective information and 

statements. The prospective information and statements that are prospective on these documents are 

based on the data and economic hypotheses that were formulated in a particular context. These information 

and statements have to be analyzed in the light of the known or unknown risks that can influence the 

success of the sale, of the platform and more broadly of the value of the STB tokens. These information and 

statements cannot be considered as a promise or a guarantee of the success of the sale, of the platform 

and more broadly of the value of the STB tokens. 

The White paper, the Terms and Conditions of the private sale and all the documents mentioned by reference 

are only available on the following website www.stoby.io and cannot be distributed, communicated or 

replicated, in full or in part, to anyone without a prior written agreement of Stoby. The White paper, the 

Terms and Conditions of the private sale are not intended to be communicated to anyone residing in a 

country or a jurisdiction where such a communication would be considered as contrary to applicable law 

and regulations. People in possession of the White paper, the Terms and Conditions of the private sale are 

required to gain information on the applicable restrictions in this  matter and comply with them. 
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INTRODUCTION
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While on the other hand individuals of the so-called senior executives category, representing people well 

established in their professional life, have little free time and try to free themselves from many routine tasks 

such as housekeeping, animal care, school support, parcel retrieval, and so on in order to spend more time 

with their family and for leisure. 

From that observation combined with the emergence of the collaborative economy and the digital world, new 

kinds of employment on the frontier of wage labour are coming up. 

Indeed, the collaborative economy has really been booming in Europe in the last few years. The number of 

transactions in the five main sectors of the European collaborative economy namely finance, accommodation, 

transport, human and social services to individuals and companies could be multiplied by 20 in 10 years and 

reach 570 billion euros by 2025 compared with hardly 28 billion euros today. As 85% of this value is captured 

by individuals, the collaborative platforms turnover should reach 83 billion euros by 2025 compared with 4 

billion today, according to the PWC’s audit and consulting firm latest estimates. 

France, together with the United Kingdom, appears to be the leader on the market of the European 
collaborative economy, thanks to its favourable regulations environment. 

Stoby has been expanding with this will : to rely on the collaborative economy connecting students who wish 
to find small jobs easily with individuals who wish to delegate some small tasks from time to time. In view of 
these different elements, Stoby has positioned itself on a specific segment of this market, in order to get a 
clear and visible identity to face competition. 

BIRTH OF THE IDEA

OUR VALUES

THE STARTING POINT OF THE IDEA IS BASED ON THE SIMPLE FACT THAT STUDENTS 
HAVE MUCH FREE TIME AND SEEK TO OPTIMIZE IT WITH A COMPLEMENTARY INCOME 

Transparency
 

We provide a complete traceability 
of the students’ missions background 

and performance. Transparency will be 
decentralized and certified when we 

migrate on the blockchain.

Trust 
 

Trust is the keystone of our concept, 
both between the platform users and 

towards Stoby. With all the tools that we 
make available to our users, we try to 

establish the best possible relationship 
of trust between individuals  

and students. 

Efficiency
 

The question of time is essential at 
Stoby : we offer free time to individuals 

for them to go about their daily 
business. This is our value proposition. 

 
 

« The first of human rights is individual 
freedom, freedom of property, freedom 
of thought, freedom of work » said Jean 

Jaurès. At Stoby, students enjoy their 
freedom of work and individuals enjoy 

their own individual freedom.

Freedom
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Stoby is THE answer to two problems : 

 
 

How can an individual free up time ?
How can a student get an additional income ?

 
 
Stoby's connection platform allows students to provide a panel of services aimed at individuals 
lacking free time.
 
Moreover, Stoby provides individuals with the opportunity to benefit from students’ assistance on 
eleven services (all eligible for the tax credit).
 
 
 
Our services :  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
STOBY’S IMPACT 
 
Thus, Stoby stretches into people’s daily lives and has an impact beyond merely providing 
services. Intergenerational bond, transmission of knowledge and values, creation and 
improvement or personal networks, Stoby has a real social impact on its members’ life.  
 
Beyond that, Stoby boosts the local economic fabric. On the one hand, the student's additional 
income will allow them to consume more and have a higher standard of living. And on the other 
hand, individuals will enjoy more free time for them and their leisure. So we can say that Stoby 
operates as a leverage effect on the local economy.   
 
Its setting up in a city is, therefore, an opportunity to boost its economic fabric and its student 
environment.
 

STOBY'S OFFER

Caretaking Pet-sitting Gardening Moving assistance

Shopping  
delivery

Administrative  
assistance

Laundry  
delivery

Computer  
assistance

Housekeeping Tutoring

Baby-sitting
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Since the law dated October 7th, 2016 for a Digital Republic 1, online platforms have a definition in domes-
tic Law, which appears in article L.111-7 of the French consumer code : is recognised as an online platform 
operator any natural or legal person offering in a professional basis, with or without remuneration, an online 
public communication service based on :
The linking of several parties in order to sell a good, or provide a service or to exchange or share a content, a 
good or a service. 

« The collaborative platforms » mainly correspond to the second category, that is to say, the linking plat-
forms, which organise a virtual marketplace where sellers and buyers can meet. However, strictly speaking, 
the words « collaborative platform » have no definition in French law. 
 

Stoby has decided to start its activity in France where the 
market is very favourable to the development of a collabo-
rative platform.
France is part of the three leading countries where colla-
borative consumption is most developed, including the 
United States and Spain. 
This country hosts a number of leaders in many sectors of 
activity. For example, in the transport sector, BlaBlaCar is 
one of the leading carpooling platforms in Europe. In the 
food sector, « La Ruche qui dit Oui » is a French reference 
platform. The French market is then ready to host and allow 
a platform like Stoby to develop.
Moreover, most members of the team are French people 
who know very well the French local jobbing market. Then 
France was a natural choice.
Stoby has the ambition to expand throughout Europe, 
as mentioned on page 41. This European expansion will 
happen naturally by capitalizing on the knowledge of the 
French market.

WHY STARTING THE BUSINESS  
IN FRANCE ?

WHAT IS A COLLABORATIVE 
PLATFORM ?

(cf. page 4 de la Synthèse du rapport d’information du Sénat du 29 mars 2017 sur “La Fiscalité de l’économie collaborative : un besoin de simplicité, d’unité et d’équité”). 

Of French people consider the growing of the 
collaborative economy as a "good thing"
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WHY LAUNCHING AN ICO ?

Stoby has decided to launch an Initial Coin Offering (hereinafter an « ICO »), that is to say, to offer for sale on 
the cryptocurrency market a proprietary token named STB. This token will confer certain rights to those who 
will own it. It is an ERC-20 token based on the well-proven Ethereum blockchain network.
This ICO will have certain virtues for Stoby and its users.
 
The STB token will be sold in exchange for ETH.
 
The amounts raised this way will enable Stoby to greatly accelerate its expansion and to establish itself on the 
European jobbing market. The amounts will notably be allocated to the development of the Stoby technology, 
to the reinforcement of teams and the opening of new cities.
 
Up until now, our MVP is online and operates in France. This allowed us to validate the model we had 
considered.
In addition, the Stoby team has paid special attention to the blockchain technology and aims at developing 
a more equitable, transparent ecosystem adapted to our offer. As for example the opinions of users that will 
become certified and unforgeable.
 
The STB token will also confer to its owners some unique rights that will give  them access to additional 
premium services. Thus and very naturally, the payments on the platform will now be also possible in STB, for 
a lower equivalent cost.
Stoby has also the ambition to open an online shop using the STB as currency. This shop will allow users to 
buy products related to their services. In the long run, we strive for the STB token to become the student’s 
currency.

Lastly, launching an ICO is a high stake in terms of communication. It gives us the opportunity to grow our 
community and unite it around a common goal. This community will accompany us throughout our adventure, 
supporting us, advising us and testing us all the time.
We also rely on the ICO to differentiate ourselves from the competition and communicate about our vision 
and our concept.

 

1.  Accelerate STOBY’s expansion thanks to the funds provided by the ICO

 

2. Provide security, transparency and blockchain efficiency to its users

 

3. Enrich its offer and provide it at a lower cost thanks to the issue and use of the STB token  

 

4. Consolidate a community around the project

i
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STOBY’S 
ECOSYSTEM
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THE JOBBING MARKET

Supplement of income, student job, summer job, mutual assistance or real 
lifestyle choice, jobbing is on a roll. This phenomenon would have emerged 
in France in spring 2013 with the launch of half a dozen sites in a few weeks.
 
 

 
Favoured by the collaborative economy development, platforms of services 
between individuals have been flourishing on the net since 2013 and 
Jobijoba decrypts the fad of French people for jobbing with a first study on 
this topic. Jobijoba thus analysed a million online offers on its site in April 2017. 
Advertisements for odd jobs paid on a job or mission basis amounted to nearly 
5% of all online job offers, that is to say, 46 855 ads !

Among the conclusions that can be drawn from Jobijoba barometer, moving assistance/gardening/
DIY are the most frequently requested on the jobbing market, with 49,1% of offers, ahead of baby-
sitting (35,7%) and housekeeping (6,6%). 
Regarding jobbers, they firstly search for housekeeping and personal assistance missions (24,8%), 
host or hostess in events management, catering assistance (17%) and school support (14,2%).

On the jobbing market, the availability of applicants comes before diplomas and experience.
The jobber must react quickly because the average lifetime of an odd job ad is 48 hours.
Regarding remuneration, missions (very often support ones) are mainly paid by the hour or by the 
task.

« The economy of sharing is developing very fast. We changed from a simple catchy title to  a 
favourite consumption choice for the new X and Y generations.
Over the next ten years, the collaborative economy may become THE model of performance in 
a European continent that is looking for growth » explains Jean-François Marti, Head of the PwC 
Experience Center.

Platforms of services to individuals seem poised to achieve the fastest 
growth, with an increasing turnover of about 30% per year until 2025. The 
development of this sector is stimulated by a new generation of consumers, 
who are increasingly using on-demand services to meet the occasional needs 
of everyday life, such as FoodChéri (delivery of Chef’s meals at home) or 
AlloVoisins (ex ILokYou -rental of equipment and services between individuals).

The preservation of dynamism in this sector can be explained by the demographic growth and the 
needs that apply to societal evolution – ageing of the population, single-parent families, rising birth 
rate, women’s employment, need to balance presonal and professional life. It should be noted that 
the sectors that are expanding and recruiting the most remain home maintenance, childcare and 
assistance to the elderly.

Les Echos, 13/09/2017, Rémi Grossetmis 
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SOME FIGURES

€28 BILLION 
Transactions in 2016 in Europe (multiplied by 2 in a single year).

2,3 MILLION OF  

SELF-EMPLOYED WORKERS 
 
Among with one million are self-entrepreneurs.
 
€410 average income per month

€570 BILLION IN 2025 
Volume estimations of transactions

https://www.pwc.fr/fr/espace-presse/communiques-de-presse/2016/septembre/economie-collaborative-prevision-de-83-milliards-d-euros-ca.html 
https://www.nouvelleviepro.fr/actualite/293/le-barometre-2017-du-jobbing-en-france 

Sharp rise in the status 
of self-entrepreneur and 

decline of other legal 
status for self-employed 

workers (individuals – 
employers, …).

THE MOST FREQUENT MISSIONS  
IN JOBBING ?

49,1 % - Moving assistance / Gardening

35,7 % - Baby-sitting

6,6 % - Housekeeping

€ €
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THE ENVIRONMENT

SERVICES BETWEEN 
INDIVIDUALS AND 
PROFESSIONALS

TEMPORARY  
EMPLOYMENT  

AGENCY

SERVICES BETWEEN 
INDIVIDUALS AND 

STUDENTS

  Stoby

SERVICES BETWEEN 
INDIVIDUALS AND 

INDIVIDUALS
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COMPETITORS

Stootie is one of the main applications of jobbing in France. 
It has a geolocation function, users profile, user-friendly 
interface. 

Stootie is a very general application, offering a large 
number of different services and a barter function. No 
specialised field and far too much information polluting 
the jobbing part.

Staffme is an application whose main target is 
students. The platform offers varied missions 
related to the academic skills of the worker.

Staffme is aimed at companies and not at 
individuals. The recruiting process is rather 
long (information sheet + phone interview) and 
missions are a long-term commitment (on 
average 25 hours).

Frizbiz is an application dedicated to services 
between individuals. It promotes the community 
and secure side of the platform. It has a 
geolocation function and sets up partnerships 
with companies such as Leroy Merlin, Weldom, 
Auchan, for delivery or installation.

Frizbiz is not a platform specialised in a specific 
range of services, and it separates services 
offered by professionals and those offered by 
individuals. No real axis of differentiation.

Youpijob is an application dedicated to jobbing 
which highlights people offering their services 
and others proposing offers.

Youpijob is a general platform, one of the most 
important in France, but it has no clear axis 
of differentiation. Consequently, it is being 
overtaken by new entrants.
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STOBY’S 
PLATFORM
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TYPICAL PROFILE 
 
Alexis, 21 years old, fan of football and passionate about animals. He joined the University Panthéon-Sorbonne 
– Paris 1 in September 2017, for law degrees. 
 
He is concerned with his studies and works a lot to succeed in his training. He needs extra money in addition 
to the amount he receives from his parents in order to enjoy his Parisian student life. Nevertheless, Alexis 
has little time to dedicate to small jobs, and above all, he doesn’t want to be forced to learn a trade rapidly, 
he wants it to be easy, not a constraint.
 
Alexis chose Stoby to earn a little money easily, without having time constraints. In other words, he wants to 
create his own work plan based on his obligations at the university.
As Alexis is very connected, he found an advertisement of pet-sitting work, via a sponsored advertisement, 
which resulted in the website, where he was able to register and start his missions.

TYPOLOGY OF  
STUDENTS USERS

City Student's numbers

London 900 000 

Paris 625 000

Madrid 300 000 

Rome 250 000

Berlin 200 000

Barcelone 200 000

Munich 150 000

Lyon 140 000

Lille 107 000

Toulouse 103 000

Marseille 90 000

STUDENTS DISTRIBUTION  
IN EUROPE
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TYPOLOGY OF  
INDIVIDUALS USERS
The target of our communication plan is individuals.  
They are the ones who post offers on the Stoby platform.

Age range : 

30/50 years

Average time to take care of the 
daily tasks : 2h15

Personal situation : Couple 

Place of residence 
Downtown

Wage : 3500 €

Average time to take care of 
the daily tasks : 1h25

Which social networks  
do they use ?

What are  
their hobbies ?

40% 
of men

60% 
of women

Their main personality traits :  

adventurous, ongoing 
 

Values :  
Open-mindedness, freedom, comfort, generosity. 

 

What prevents them from sleeping at night ?
Their responsibilities and the  

management of their agenda.

 
What do they like about our platform ?  

An easy access and rapid exchange. 
 

How do they want to feel after  
having used our services ?  

To have saved time and have a  
daily task correctly done. 

STEADY  
JOB

i WHY HAVING RECOURSE TO STOBY ? TO FREE UP TIME
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Why do they use Stoby ?
 

Camille & Alex are very busy, they work between 45 hours 

and 50 hours per week. They do their best to dedicate 

the little time remaining to their children, their leisure and 

friends. Despite this, they are overburdened and cannot 

free up time to enjoy being together. They use Stoby once a 

week to babysit their children and enjoy a romantic dinner. 

 
The services they use :

Why does he use Stoby ?

Victor is single, he works a lot and also goes out a lot. He 
doesn’t like very much cleaning and is not very often at 
home. He uses Stoby for housekeeping and also for moving 
services when needed. 

The services he uses : 

- Housekeeping
- Moving assistance

Why does she use Stoby ?

Sandra raises her four children alone. She manages quite 
well most of the daily chores. Her younger child has some 
difficulties with mathematics. So she called Stoby for 
school support to help him. Moreover, she regularly uses 
Stoby for administrative assistance, to  make sure that her 
statements and returns are not incorrect.
 
The services she uses :

Why does she use Stoby ?

Irene travels and moves very often. Then she uses Stoby for 
all her moves. She doesn’t hesitate to use Stoby too when she 
needs to carry heavy stuff.
 

The services she uses :

- Moving assistance

WHO ARE  
THE INDIVIDUALS ?

CAMILLE & ALEX
37 years - 39 years 
 Married  
2 children

VICTOR
34 years 
 Single

SANDRA
46 years  

Divorced  

4 children

IRENE 
29 years  

Single 

- Baby-sitting
- Housekeeping

- Tutoring
- Administrative assistance

MONICA
65 years  

Married  

4 children  

6 grandchildren

MAXIME
44 years  

Single  

1 dog

Why does she use Stoby ?

Housework is getting more and more difficult for Monica uses 
Stoby for shopping delivery because she suffers from back 
pains. In addition, Monica and her husband have a big house 
with a garden where they like to entertain their grandchildren. 
She takes advantage of Stoby's platform to find a student 
who will do his gardening.
 

The services she uses :
- Shopping-delivery
- Gardening
- Caretaking 

Why does he use Stoby ?

Maxime loves his dog but it is very difficult to go on holiday 
with his pet, and Maxime travels a lot for his work too. It 
has become a nightmare for him to keep his dog at home. 
Thanks to Stoby, a student comes directly to his apartment 
to pick up his dog and look after him during his absence.
 
The services he uses : 
- Pet-sitting 
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Why does she work at Stoby ?
 
Jessica needs working in order to start repaying her 
student loan. It is quite difficult for her to keep a job 
because her courses hours at university change every 
week. She is very good at foreign languages. That is why 
she decided to offer her services to give language classes.

The missions she carries out :
- Tutoring

Why does he use Stoby ?

James is a great sportsman and between his trainings and his 
business school courses, he really doesn’t have time to earn 
pocket money. He registered on Stoby's platform to do some 
missions from time to time. He makes moving assistance, 
which allows him to work on his physical activity and earn 
some pocket money.

The missions he carries out :
- Moving assitance 
- Shopping delivery

Why does she work at Stoby ?
 
Ever since she was a little girl, Sophie has always had pets 
(dogs, cats). Unfortunately, since the beginning of her 
studies, she cannot get one. Thanks to Stoby, she can take 
care of animals from time to time and earn some money.

The missions she carries out :

- Pet-sitting

Why does he work at Stoby ?
 
Pablo has just left his hometown for his studies. Over there 
he used to mow the lawn of his neighbours to earn some 
money. Since he has discovered Stoby, he doesn’t hesitate 
to offer his services to individuals for gardening.

The missions he carries out :
 
- Gardening 

Why does he work at Stoby ?
 
Lucas is a student in an IT school and with Stoby he gives 
computer classes. He is really able  to teach what he has learnt 
at school. So he combines his studies with his student job. 

The missions he carries out :
 
- Computer assistance

WHO ARE  
THE STUDENTS ?

JESSICA 
22 years 

JAMES
19 years

SOPHIE
23 years

PABLO
 18 years

SARAH 
20 years

LUCAS
22 years 

Why does she work at Stoby ?
 
Sarah is a student in an engineering school and she has 
just repeated her third year. She has only three subjects 
to catch up during the year. Then Sarah has plenty of free 
time and she plans to take advantage of this situation 
to travel and also to work at Stoby the rest of the time. 
 
The missions she carries out :

- Tutoring 
- Housekeeping 

- Shopping delivery
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HOW DOES IT WORK ?

Create your account  
Login on the chatbot or the platform to  

respond to available offers. According to the 
reference criteria you mentioned on your first 

connection, targeted offers will be sent  
to you.

Are you interested in an offer ?  
Apply for it ! 

Get in touch directly  
If you are selected, you will be put 
in touch with the individual via the 

Stoby internal mail to define the latest 
details.

Everything went off smoothly  
The individual will confirm it and  

funds will be released.

A punctual need ?  
Login on your account to post  

an ad for a mission.

Fill in the corresponding fields 
Your ad will automatically be put online 

and will be checked by our team to make 
sure that the mission is not dangerous or 

prohibited by law.

Select the student 
You can then communicate with him/her on 
the terms of the assignment. Don’t worry, the 
student service delivery is insured by Allianz.

Pay the student  
Pay the student. You prepay the required 
amount, but the student will receive the 
payment only when you confirm that the 
work has been carried out. The Funds will 

be held at our trusted third party.

1

2

3

4 4

3

2

1
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Stoby’s platform is at the core. This is where 
individuals and students get together to 
offer and accept missions, where payments 
and assessments are made, where people 
can maintain a relationship.
 
The platform is a true meeting place where 
every user has his profile, preferences and 
references.
 
The individual has the possibility to evaluate 
and give a mark to the student at the end of 
the mission. 
Our services are insured by the Allianz 
insurance company. 

The application is the answer to the need for speed. 
It will allow the student to quickly find the closest 
offers according to his position.
This application will become the essential element 
for any student who needs a complementary 
income. In addition, it will facilitate access to the 
payment and its validation by the individual, who 
will be able to validate directly the selected student 
anywhere. Individuals and students will have the 
possibility to chat directly on their smartphone via 
Stoby's messenger. 

This application will permit us to expand the This 
application will enable STOBY to become a multi-
platform and thus extend its services offer. 

WEBSITE

The application will be available in 2019. 
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At Stoby, the individual pre-pays on the platform, before the mission is carried out by the student. 
Once the mission is completed, the individual validates his payment and Stoby takes a percentage 
on each mission.

MEANS OF PAYMENT  
WITH EUROS

STUDENT INDIVIDUAL

Pre-payment  
of services

Task completed

1

2

Commission sent  
to Stoby

REPARTITION'S TABLE OF STOBY'S COMMISSION

*

Payment to  
the student

4

3

*Stripe is an american company, which is dedicated to internet 
payment between individuals and companiese.

From 10 to 20 € From 21 to 30 € From 31 to 40 € + of 40 €

 

20%

 

18%

 

16%

 

14%
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STOBY GETS PAID ON EVERY SUCCESSFUL MISSION
 
As soon as a student and an individual agree on a mission, the individual prepays the amount due 
on the platform. This payment flow is managed by a trusted third party which is Stripe, and money 
never goes through Stoby’s bank account. Each user of the platform gets an electronic wallet with 
the trusted third party, that is personal to him. The sum of money corresponding to the payment of 
the mission is first paid by the individual on his own wallet, and then temporarily frozen by Stoby. 
Once the service is successfully completed, what is confirmed by the individual, the amount of 
money is released. That is when Stoby receives its remuneration. 

The ICO will make it possible for this business model to evolve in the following manner  : 

- Each mission will constitute a smart contract between the individual and the student whose 
completion will automatically generate the payment condition of the mission. The contract, as 
well as the payment, will become one on the blockchain.  

- Payment in STB token will be possible. If this option is chosen by both sides, Stoby’s commission 
will be lower.

 
 
 
 
A SMART CONTRACT FOR THE PAYMENT IN STB

Each service delivery is like a mutual commitment between a student who undertakes to do a 
specific task, described and known in advance, at a particular time decided in advance and in a 
particular place, decided with the person offering the job. In return, the latter undertakes to make 
available to the student everything he/she needs for his/her mission, and to remunerate him/her 
if the mission is properly carried out.  

This is then a succession of conditions to be fulfilled by each side, giving rise to an automatic pay-
ment, if all the boxes have been ticked.  

The fulfillment of every condition will result in the final payment of the sum due to the student.  

This is a smart contract, written for each mission committing both sides, being unforgeable and 
transparent. The blockchain makes it possible and it will simplify  and facilitate the end of the mis-
sions, notably by removing the trusted third party where money is blocked.
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For each Stoby mission carried out in STB tokens, a smaller commission is deducted from the 
transaction between the individual and the student. We remove the trusted third party operating 
on payment, as the payment of the sum owed is made through a smart contract that guarantees 
the transaction.  
 
In the next version of the platform, we will keep both means of payment available to individuals. It 
seems essential to us to propose different modes of payment, the individuals who are not familiar 
with the cryptocurrency prefer to pay in euros and the people who wish to benefit from the advan-
tages of the STB token will choose it.

MEANS OF PAYMENT  
WITH STB TOKEN

STUDENT INDIVIDUAL

Sending of  
tokens STB.

Task completed

Sending STB tokens 
to the student

Commission sent  
to Stoby

Smart contract 
unlocked

1

2

4

5

3

SMART CONTRACT

REPARTITION'S TABLE OF STOBY'S COMMISSION

From 10 to 20 € From 21 to 30 € From 31 to 40 € + of 40 €

 

10%

 

9%

 

8%

 

7%

-50 %
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THE TOKEN 
STB
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OUR AMBITION IS TO CREATE A STUDENT TOKEN WITH THE STB.
 
We want the STB token to be considered as a rewarding token, resulting from a work.

The 5/10- year vision is to set up partnerships with entities operating around students (schools, campus, 
student residence for instance) so that they accept the token and use it themselves.
Stoby will then create an ecosystem favourable to the STB allowing students to enjoy the fruit of their 
labour. The STB token has to be integrated to the student's life, and exchangeable between students.

The mission of the company is to give all its support for an optimal deployment of the token in student envi-
ronments. Our role will be to facilitate the access and the exchange, both on and off the platform. Students 
will become ambassadors, and consequently will make it easier to implement the token in their environ-
ment. With the emergence of cryptocurrencies, our token has a role to play in the student ecosystem.

Different possibilities of the STB token use outside Stoby (see diagram) :

1. The student with the STB tokens earned with Stoby will be able to spend them in his/her school, inclu-

ding purchasing meals at the cafeteria or renting books at the library for example. The school or university 

will then recover the STB tokens and will have the possibility to spend them employing students for mis-

sions such as welcoming new students, tutoring, support for event activities ...

2. The student will also be able to pay a part of his/her rent with the STB at the student residence. And the 

residence will have the possibility to reuse these tokens with Stoby in order to hire students for housekee-

ping, gardening, removals that are quite frequent.

3. Another possibility for the student is to pay part of his/her tuition to his/her school or university with the 

STB tokens he/she acquired while working at Stoby. The school/university uses these tokens to reward its 

best students. A reward system for schools/universities.

Other possibilities for students to use their STB tokens :

The students will obviously have the opportunity to reuse the STB tokens on the platform but we will also 
give him/her the choice to spend them differently.
In the coming years, we will strive to communicate and create partnerships with various student organiza-
tions in order to develop our STB token environment.

Pay your  
rent

Rent 
booksRÉSIDENCE  

ÉTUDIANTE

LIBRARY

School  
fees

Engage student for 
gardening, etc.

STUDENT

STB reward for the 
best student

STB go back  
to school

Engage student for 
cleaning, or 

maintenance

UNIVERSITY

UNIVERSITY

THE TOKEN VISION
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In concrete terms, when the Stoby ICO will occur, investors will purchase tokens issued by Stoby. These  

tokens will not only support Stoby’s growth but will also become a currency of exchange on Stoby’s platform. 

In the long run, this currency will be used more widely on campuses to meet all students’ needs.

Students will be paid in STB and will be able to consume in STB as well.

The primary use of the STB token will be for transactions on Stoby’s platform. Beyond the simple payment  

that will be possible with the STB token, its use will give access to differentiating offers.  

 

 

1.  TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE 50% DISCOUNT ON THE PLATFORM CHARGES 

The STB tokens holder can pay directly for the services he wants. Thanks to the STB tokens, he will benefit 

from a 50% discount on the fees we receive. 
 

2. PROMOTION OF ADVERTISEMENTS IN PRIVATE TO THE BEST  

STUDENTS’ PROFILES. 

If you pay with STB tokens, your service offer is automatically promoted on the platform and you have access 
to the best students’ profiles quickly.  
 

3.  REDUCTIONS ON OUR PARTNERS RATES.

In our shop, individuals will have the possibility to buy or rent products related to the available services on the 
platform. If they have STB tokens, they will benefit from discounts on our partner's products. 

Examples : 
- An individual offers a mission for pet-sitting and he also orders directly on the site a new leash for his dog as his/
her present one is worn.
- An individual offers a mission for a removal and to move his furniture, he rents a hand truck via the platform. 

THE STB TOKEN 
ADVANTAGES
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OTHER STB TOKEN 
ADVANTAGES

VOTING RIGHT

If you own more than 2,500 STB tokens, you will get the right to vote : in an advisory capacity, Stoby will 

submit you some proposals related to the evolution of the project on which you will be able to give your 

opinion and vote. 

 

PREMIUM SERVICE

If you own more than 7,500 STB tokens, you will have access to premium services exclusively reserved for 

you. Among others, a concierge system to handle your request more rapidly : our team will be in charge of 

finding the best profiles for you as quickly as possible. 

 

0 FEES
 

If you own more than 15,000 STB tokens, you will not have to pay any fees on the platform (in € or STB).

OWNING A CERTAIN NUMBER OF TOKENS WILL ALLOW YOU TO  

UNBLOCK SOME EXCLUSIVE ADVANTAGES ON THE PLATFORM.

2500 STB

Voting right Premium Services 0 fees

7500 STB 15 000 STB
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THE STB TOKENS 
DISTRIBUTION

The STB tokens are tokens ERC-20 based on the Ethereum blockchain. They will be distributed at 
the end of the ICO. Some 25,000,000 tokens will be created and distributed to investors in accor-
dance with their contribution. 

8 %

80 %

12 %

Hard Cap 
25 000 000 STB

Crowdsale

Pre-sale 
20% bonus

Stoby & 
Partners

Soft Cap 
2 400 000 STB

2 000 000 STB

3 000 000 STB

We will create 25,000,000 tokens 
of which 22,000,000 will be directly 
on sale. The tokens will be released 
when we reach the soft cap that 
is to say after the distribution of 
2,400,000 STB tokens. If we don’t 
reach this soft cap, all participants 
will be refunded immediately via the 
smart contract. 2,000,000 tokens 
will be distributed during the pre-
sale, with a 20% bonus.

For the public sale, more than 
20,000,000 STB tokens will be 
offered for sale. All tokens that will 
not have been purchased at the end 
of the ICO will be burnt. It means 
that the initial investors will remain 
in a close circle.

The tokens created by Stoby & Partners are reserved for the 
people and entities who have contributed to the proper 
functioning of the Stoby ICO. They are naturally rewarded with 
STB tokens. The team will have its STB tokens blocked over a 
period of 6 months in vesting to align its interests with those of 
the purchasers.

The share in tokens for Stoby & Partners is already defined and 
does not vary according to the number of tokens sold. This 
ensures transparency and equity among the participants.

i

Partners

22%
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Token name Stoby Token

Token symbol STB

STB rate per € 5 STB

€ rate per STB 0,20 € 

Maximum number of tokens generated  
(total supply)

25 000 000 STB 

Soft cap 2 400 000 STB 

Date of crowdsale start End of 2018

Date of crowdsale end End of 2018

Issuer STOBY SAS

Jurisdiction of insuance FRANCE

THE STB TOKENS 
DISTRIBUTION

SOFT CAP : 2,4  M STB 
HARD CAP : 25 M STB

The token will be distributed once by the ICO ended with a smart contract.

WHY ESTABLISH A FLEXIBLE CAP?
It allows us to cover the costs incurred during the ICO and justifies our minimum 
investment needs in the near future. That is, the use of blockchain people for both our 
certification model and token management. We must also meet the expectations of 
business development in France for a minimum period of two years.

HOW TO HAVE ACCESS TO THE STB TOKEN AFTER THE ICO?
Stoby will make every effort to ensure that the STB token is accepted on the different 
trading platforms. The STB token will be used on decentralized platforms, such as Ether-
Delta or IDEX. 
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In Stoby’s shop, the STB tokens will be used directly 
on the platform to have access to offers and services 
related to the jobs. On our shop, individuals will have 
the opportunity to buy or rent some products cor-
responding to the available services on the platform. 
Payments in STB tokens will enable to get reductions 
in the price of the sold products.

Example :
For example, a dog owner will be able to buy a new leash 
on the site. Or a couple that moves can rent a hand-truck 
on the platform for the student who works with them.
 
Why pay with STB tokens ?
Investors in STB tokens will have the opportunity to 
benefit from competitive rates when purchasing those 
products. Fast delivery. 

STOBY'S SHOP

LIST OF PRODUCTS ON SALE ON THE PLATFORM :

School  
support

Removal Baby-sitting Housekeeping

- Pens
- Coloured pencils
- Backpacks
- Pencil cases
- Sheets of paper
- Notebooks
- Calculators

- Gloves
- Tape
- Markers 
- Hand trucks
- Straps
- Screwdrivers 
- Blankets

-Special baby-sitting 
Stoby comforter 
- Nappies

- Cleaning products
- Brooms
- Brushes
- Scrubs
- Buckets
- Carpet steamers

Pet-sitting Administrative  
assistance

Computer  
assistance

Gardening

- Bowls
- Dog/cat food
- Leashes
- Dog collar
- Brushes 
- Toys 

- Pens
- Felts
- Sheets of paper
- Files

- Keyboards
- Computer mouse 
- USB keys

– Rakes
– Shovels 
– Spades     
– Watering cans    
– Shears         
– Lawnmowers     
– Buckets   
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 CERTIFICATION  
THROUGHT THE 

BLOCKCHAIN  
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CERTIFICATION  
VIA BLOCKCHAIN 

What is the Stoby certification?

The Stoby certification is a document that we will create for the students to be able to attest their 
level of expertise and of their experiences on the platform. To obtain the certification, the student 
has to accomplish multiple missions. 

The first certification will be created when the student will have accomplished five missions. A 
message will be sent to his profile to ask if he wants a certification created. If he accepts he will 
have a badge with the « Confirmed » statue on his profile. An attestation will be created and its 
signature stored on the blockchain. 

The second certification will be given from 10 or more missions accomplished and the student will 
gain an « Expert » statue.

The third and also the last certification will be the hardest to get and consequentially the most 
acknowledged on Stoby. The student will have to finish 30 missions in order to get the statue  
« Ambassador ».

If the individual wishes to verify the certification of the student, all he needs to is to ask for the 
code of the certification. 
 
 
 

Why put the certifications on the blockchain? 
 
We decided to integrate the blockchain into the project for its immutability. This certification can-
not be falsified and it’s timeless. 

Afterwards, the entire database related to these 5, 10 or 30 missions will be open to access for the 
individuals that the students wish to work with. 
On the attestation, the history of the missions accomplished will be transparent. An expected 
positive effect would be a higher credibility and more trustworthiness of students (since it’s 
impossible to lie)
Even if Stoby ceases to exist, the certification will be valid since its signature will be on the 
blockchain. 
 
 

Which information will be stored? 

-The number of missions accomplished by the student (5, 10 or 30)

-The statue of expertise of the student on Stoby (Confirmed, Expert or Ambassador)
-Total number of hours worked by the student
-When the missions were carried out (Month) 
-The ratings from the individuals
-Types of missions accomplished (Baby-sitting, Housework, etc)
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To demonstrate how it will be done, we 
will take the example of a student whose 
name is Max with 5 missions accompli-
shed. Stoby sends a message asking if 
he wishes to create a certification. Once 
accepted, the certification is sent to him 
on his dashboard in the form of a PDF file. 
Stoby sends a digital signature on the 
blockchain. 

Max decides to apply for a job looking for 
moving help. He clicks on the “Apply” button 
and chooses the option “Submit certifica-
tion”. The individual has access to the stu-
dent’s certification and authenticity code in 
PDF file now. 
 
The individual wants to check the certifi-
cation authenticity. He just has to copy the 
authenticity code and paste it on Stoby/
check – certificate. The individual then 
receives the confirmation that the certi-
fication is authentic. Thus he decides to 
select Max.  
 

CERTIFICATION'S 
BACKGROUND

What is the Stoby  
authenticity code? 

 
It’s a « coded » version of the certification 

that includes all the information of the 
certification along with a randomly made 
key called « Sel ». This authenticity code 
possesses a signature unique that needs 

to be calculated and verified on the 
blockchain afterwards. 

An individual wants to verify that the 
certification is authentic, so he copies 
the authenticity code to paste it on the 

Stoby/checkcertificate. 

What is the  
Stoby/checkcertificate?

 
Stoby/checkcertificate will be a tool 

proposed by Stoby that will verify 
automatically the signature of the 

certification. It will be an open source 
tool. If the certification is authentic, the 

Stoby/checkcertificate tool will show it. If 
it has a problem, a message will be sent. 

The individual, upon receiving a 
confirmation that the attestation is 

authentic, decides to choose Max as the 
student. 

NB The Stoby/checkcertificate is optional.  
You can verity the above mentioned authenticity freely. 
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EXAMPLE OF  
THE CERTIFICATION

STOBY CERTIFICATION
Level : "Confirmed" 

 
 

Stoby certifies that M. Max has accomplished the 
following missions at present, 29/05/2019 : 

Digital signature :

  Stoby

Mission 1:  

« Moving helper »

Duration : 5h

Location : Paris

Rating : 5/5

Month : January 2019

Mission 2 :  

« Baby sitting »

Duration : 3h

Location : Paris

Rating : 4/5

Month : Mars 2019

Mission 3 : 

« Gardening»

Duration : 1h

Location : Paris

Rating : 5/5

Month : March 2019

Mission 4 :  

« Moving helper »

Duration : 5h

Location : Lyon

Rating : 3,5/5

Month : April 2019

Mission 5 : 

« Housework »

Duration : 1h

Location : Toulouse

Rating : 5/5

Month : May 2019
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EXAMPLE OF THE  
AUTHENTICITY CODE

AUTHENTICITY CODE
Stoby will engage in publishing the digital signatures of the certifications. In this 

way, we invite you to verify for yourself the authenticity of the document  
on stoby.fr/checkCertificate.

{
  “_comment”: “Mark on 5 points;  Length in hours ; date in MM/DD/AAAA ; Month in MM/AAAA”,

  “Missions” : {
    “Mission1”: {
    “Type”: “Moving Helper”,
    “Length”: 5,
    “Place”: “Paris”,
    “Mark”: 5,
    “Month”: “01/2019”
  },
      “Mission2”: {
    “Type”: “Baby Sitting”,
    “Length”: 3,
    “Place”: “Paris”,
    “Mark”: 4,
    “Month”: “03/2019”
  },
     “Mission3”: {
    “Type”: “Gardening”,
    “Length”: 1,
    “Place”: “Paris”,
    “Mark”: 5,
    “Month”: “03/2019”
  },
     “Mission4”: {
    “Type”: “Moving Helper”,
    “Length”: 5,
    “Place”: “Nantes”,
    “Mark”: 3.5,
    “Month”: “04/2019”
  },
     “Mission5”: {
    “Type”: “Housework”,
    “Length”: 1,
    “Place”: “Toulouse”,
    “Mark”: 5,
    “Month”: “05/2019”
  }
  },
  “Date”: “05/29/2019”,
  “Type”: “Confirme”,
  “Name” : “Max”,
  “Salt”: “ad1az0dg2a3z21df45tu”

}

  Stoby
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The blockchain that we will use is Ethereum. The address of the smart contract that will be in charge of sto-
ring the signatures of the certifications transmitted by Stoby will be revealed to the public.
Stoby will possess three « Owner » addresses of the smart contract. This will allow the creation of a multi-si-
gnature smart contract and thus protect itself against a possible attack.  
 
The smart contract will have a unique function of the addition of signatures of the certifications that can be 
called upon only by an « Owner » address. A confirmation by another « Owner » address is necessary for the 
definitive edition of the signature to the smart contract. 

The smart contract will have another function allowing the modification of an « Owner » address. An 
« Owner » needs to send the request and another « Owner » has to confirm it. 
The smart contract will possess a function of the type « view », allowing the verification of an existence of a 
signature.   
 
Example of a transmission of certification : 

- Stoby owns the following addresses: 0x1, 0x2, 0x3
- The smart contract is situated at the address 0x4

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
This code is, in fact, a translation in JSON of the accomplished missions. It also has a Sel that allows the 
confidentiality of the contract to be guaranteed.
 
In effect, if we already know the missions accomplished by a certain person, we can easily translate this per-
son’s experiences in JSON to try to remake a certification and to calculate its signature. With a random Sel, 
finding a certification is not possible without having access to the key. Thus, the confidentiality of the certifi-
cation is left to the holder.  
 
If the user wants Stoby to delete his certification, he only needs to delete this file and Stoby cannot retrace 
him anymore, even with the history of missions because Stoby won’t know the Sel anymore.    
Only the authenticity code is verifiable on the blockchain and not the certification in the form of PDF. Thus, 
the tool Stoby/checkcertificate will retranslate the JSON in a format understandable to a standard user.  
 
Everyone is free to verify by themselves the signatures without using the tool offered by Stoby. They only 
need to calculate the SHA256 of the authenticity code and verify it on the blockchain Ethereum with the 
help of other tools like the EtherScan. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
CONCERNING THE CERTIFICATION

COMPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 
ON THE AUTHENTICITY CODE

Stoby creates the 
certification from 

its data base. A PDF 
file containing the 
missions and the 
authenticity code  

is made..

Stoby calculates 
the hash SHA256 
of the code. It’s a 

signature unique to 
the certification.

Stoby sends a 
signature of the 

certification from 
the address 0x1 to 

the 0x4. The address 
Stoby 0x2 confirms 

the addition.

A user wishes to 
verify the signature 
of a certification; he 
calls on the address 
0x4 without needing 

an account.

1 2 3 4
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ROADMAP
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ROADMAP ICO
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POST ICO
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GEOGRAPHICAL DEPLOYMENT

Timeline : 
Q4 2019 : Opening in Barcelone and Madrid 
Q1 2020 : Opening in London
Q4 2020 : Opening in Berlin and Munich
Q1 2021: Opening in Roma 

2018 : Toulouse and Paris
2019: Lyon, Marseille, Lille, Barcelone,Madrid
2020: London, Berlin, Munich
2021: Roma

We are already present in France and our model is easily scalable over the rest of Europe. First, we wish to 
open the platform in the main European capitals.  
 
The team will consist of :  
- 2 to 4 business developers for each new city. Their missions will be to create partnerships with local 

companies to offer them our services, conduct field studies (marketing) in order to determine the best 

strategy to adopt. 
 
In 2018, we will be present in two French cities (Toulouse and Paris). In early 2019, other major French cities 

will be opened (Lyon, Marseille and Lille). At the end of 2019, we will open the platform in Spain with Madrid 

and Barcelona.

 
In 2020, we will target the English market with the opening of London and at the end of the year the 
German market with Berlin and Munich. In 2021 we will open the platform in Rome. 
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2019 : The year of consolidation  

2019 will be the year of consolidation in France. We intend to expand our sales team to cover the whole of 

France. Indeed, at  the end of 2018 we will have validated the relevance of our model in Toulouse and Paris. 

2019 will allow us to tackle other French student cities by capitalizing on the experience and success of 

those two cities. By the end of 2019, French student cities will be able to benefit from the Stoby platform.  

The sales team will be divided into 2 parts: one team will deal with students, and the other one with individuals. 

One of the tasks of the student's team will be to promote Stoby at universities and schools, and to partner 

with institutions. The team in charge of individuals will focus on companies via, in particular, Works Councils.

 

Stoby will conduct intensive marketing campaigns to promote its brand in the cities where we will be located. 

Our investments will focus in particular on Google referencing, on ad hoc web editors hiring for natural refe-

rencing and on  advertising on social networks (Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn). In addition, field actions with 

a poster campaign in the streets are planned.

 

In 2019 our platform will also grow, get more and more robust and integrate the blockchain. For its IT deve-

lopment, we will employ three IT developers, a full-stack for the web platform, one in Solidity to integrate the 

blockchain on Stoby, and a UX / UI designer for the platform.

 

At the end of 2019, France will be fully covered, the Stoby brand image will be recognized. We will be able to 

send business developers for a market research focused on Barcelona and Madrid.

 
2020 : The year of acceleration  
 
Based on the success in France and on the good practices developed in 2018 and 2019, we will replicate the 

same model in new countries. Indeed, we wish to capitalize as much as possible on what has worked well in 

France.

Stoby will be launched at the beginning of the year in London (United Kingdom), then simultaneously at the 

end of the year in Berlin (Germany) and Munich (Germany). This launching will be done in remote, ie with local 

business developers, but with a managerial and functional team centralized in France. Then most of the func-

tions will be shared between the different countries.

Marketing will be slowed down in France, where the brand will already be well known, and efforts will focus 

on the opening of new cities.

On the tech side, we will develop the mobile application platform in 2020. As a result, it will be necessary for 

us to recruit a Swift developer and a JAVA developer. Users will then have the opportunity to exploit Stoby 

everywhere and search for the closest offers. 

2021 : The year of Europe  

At the beginning of 2021, Stoby will already be present on the whole of France, and will have made significant 

inroads in 3 other countries (Spain, The United Kingdom and Germany). Stoby will be replicating the same 

strategy applied in France to other European countries: once the brand image is well established through the 

conquest of the main student city, we will expand the platform to other student cities in the country. By the 

end of 2021, all students from Spain, the United Kingdom and Germany will have the opportunity to benefit 

from Stoby. 

We will launch the same model in Rome, Italy, before a total deployment in the country.. 

The technical team will be reinforced by a developer. We will also hire a happiness officer to get a better 

coordination of the team. In addition, we will create a small team to improve the referencing part with two 

SEO experts.

STAGES OF GROWTH

Stoby aims to raise € 4.3 M thanks to the ICO. This money will be used to expand the team, move to 

new cities and countries, and develop Stoby technology as well. The stages of Stoby's growth are 

described below.
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TEAM
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TEAM

Julien Labatut  
Co-founder CEO  

 
Julien is behind the concept and is in charge 

of all the operations on the platform, he 
manages the whole strategy of Stoby. 

Trained and experienced in the business 
world, Julien has the skills to run Stoby.

 
Crypto-Boss

Bertrand Tisseire  
 Co-founder CFO

 
Bertrand is responsible for the financial 

management of Stoby. Graduated in 
chartered accountancy, he sets up the 

financial strategy of the company. He also 
works on post-ICO investment issues.

 
 

Crypto-Analytics

Alexandre Regourd  
 ICO Project Manager

 
After several entrepreneurial experiences, 

Alexandre decided to join Stoby and 
be in charge of the Initial Coin Offering 

(ICO). He co-built the ICO project with the 
co-founders and manages the strategy and 

the operations of the Initial Coin Offering 
(ICO).

 
 

Crypto-Details

Thomas Mazières  
Co-founder CMO Designer UX/UI.  

 
After several experiences in the graphic 
arts industry as a freelancer, Thomas has 
developed his artistic and entrepreneurial 
skills. He is in charge of the entire design of 
the Stoby platform and defines its branding 

strategy. 
 
 
 

Crypto-Friendly
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Anaël Desmons  
UI/UX Expert

 
Anaël works closely with Thomas on all 
graphic design. In particular, he created 

and animated the illustrations on the 
Initial Coin Offering (ICO) website. He has 
a strong appeal for the management of 

webCrypto and start-up projects.
 

Crypto-Design

Pierre Cruz  
Fullstack  Developer

 
Passionate about innovation, Pierre has 

worked on many start-up projects. He brings 
his technical experience and development 

skills to the team. 

 
 

Crypto-Enthusiasm

Hannah Lee   
ICO communication manager

 
Hannah has lived in five different countries 

and speaks five languages. She was an 
interpreter during a government visit to 
Korea. She is in charge of the translation 
and communication of the ICO in South 

Korea and is very interested in international 
entrepreneurship. 

 
 

Crypto-Crawler 

Adrien Barbanson  
Solidity Developer &  

Smart Contract Architect
 

Fascinated by the world of cryptos and 
blockchain, Adrien has developed his self-
taught Solidity skills. He works at Stoby on 

technical issues about the blockchain and is 
behind the design of Stoby certifications.

 
 
 

Crypto-Believer

TEAM
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Adrien Soumagne  
Lawyer at the Paris Bar

Adrien, as an individual, supports 
entrepreneurs and start-ups on 

corporate law and fiscal law issues, 
particularly in connection with 

blockchain and new technology. He 
assists Stoby on all the legal part of 

the ICO.
 

Crypto-Serious 

Loïc Perez  
Chartered Accountant

 
Graduated from the statutory 

audit department, Loïc heads an 
accounting firm, managing more 
than 200 clients. As a chartered 
accountant, he assists clients in 

the development of their business 
and ensures the compliance with 

applicable regulations. Loïc assists 
Stoby on all tax issues related to 
the token and on the accounting 

documents of the project.
 
 

Crypto-Curious

TEAM
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Warren Whitlock 
Warren advise corporations and entrepreneurs on strategies 
needed to take advantage of digital media tools and online 

opportunities that drive growth and profits.

A current focus is blockchain, a technology that will 
disrupt most traditional business. Advising enterprise on 
ICO, e-commerce, martech, new media, and the future of 

marketing. 
 
 
 
 
 

Crypto-Influencer

Quentin Herbrecht 
CEO & Co-founder, ABC Company, 
Expert Icobench, Ico advisor IDACB, 
Manager France, Golden Currency 

 
Quentin has several years of 

experience in the purchasing sector, 
project management, analysis and 

business development among market-
leading players such as Coca-Cola and 
Saint-Gobain, and more than a year of 
experience in the blockchain sector as 
a blockchain consultant, Ico Advisor & 
Manager France for several projects.   

 
 
 
 
 

Crypto-Entrepreneur

Tinh Tran 
A smart, dynamic and hard-working 

person with diversified experiences in 

both non-profit and profit sector 

 

Over 15 years working experiences in 

development sector (public health, 

rights, policy development, youth, 

disability, and rehabilitation) as a 

technical officer. 4 years working 

in professional communication for 

development projects (behavior 

change communication, social 

marketing and digital marketing for 

HIV/AIDS, reproductive health and 

family planning, communication 

strategy for policy development and 

governance 

Crypto-Zen 

ADVISORS

https://www.linkedin.com/in/books/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/blogviet/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/quentin-herbrecht-5a0a9612b/
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Quentin Austry 
Trader in structured finance products at 
the Société Générale Bank in New York. 

 
With a Master’s degree in quantitative 

finance, Quentin is an early investor 
in the cryptocurrencies world and 

more specifically within the context 
of ICOs. He assists Stoby on the 

implementation of the ICO and on the 
functioning of the Dapp. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Crypto-Investor

Guillaume Duluc :  
Crypto Currency/  

Blockchain Consultant 
 

With a solid knowledge in the 
blockchain and cryptocurrencies 
environment, Guillaume works as 

a consultant on various blockchain 
projects, as well as for SMEs wishing 

to integrate cryptocurrencies into their 
business model or in their payment 

methods. He also develops algotrading 
tools under Python. He is an early 
investor in cryptocurrencies and 

assists Stoby on post-ICO investment 
strategies as well as on the strategy 

to set up in order to stabilize the token 
once created.

 
Crypto-Addict

https://www.linkedin.com/in/quentinaustry/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/guillaume-duluc-04a861b2/
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Philippe Coste 
Director of Epitech 

 
After an engineer training in Artificial 

Intelligence he dived into the 
entrepreneurial adventure. He then 
ran a factory in the world of printing 

before implanting and deploying 
the Toulouse antenna of the Epitech 
School of Computer Science, which 

he headed for 11 years. He is also 
Deputy Director of the French Tech 
Toulouse since the labeling of our 

territory in November 2014. 
 
 
 

Crypto-University

Jeremy Nicolas Martin 
Scientist researcher in mathematics, 
information and economic sciences.  

 
After years of teaching and project 
leading, Jeremy became also an 

advisor for the biggest companies 
in digital transformation. As an 

early adopter, Jeremy is currently 
channelizing his focus on the 

Blockchain technology, he is the 
CEO of CoinCapital, based in Paris, 

a French leader in consulting, 
market analysis and cryptocurrency 

portfolios. 
 
 

Crypto-Mathematics

https://www.linkedin.com/in/philippe-coste-63a7166/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jérémy-nicolas-martin-64b86660/


 contact@stoby.fr

  Stoby

https://www.stoby.fr
https://www.facebook.com/stobyy/
https://twitter.com/Stoby_job
https://www.linkedin.com/company/stoby/
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FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS

Years 2019 2020 2021

Items :

Fixed assets 50 000 5% 70 000 5% 90 000 5%

Wages 550 000 57% 1 100 000 73% 1 318 000 74%

Other charges 60 000 6% 130 000 9% 150 000 8%

Chartered 
accountancy

10 000 1% 15 000 1% 15 000 1%

Auditor 18 000 2% 18 000 1% 18 000 1%

Marketing 250 000 26% 100 000 7% 100 000 6%

Servers 2000 0% 2000 0% 5000 0%

Computer 
maintenance

8000 1% 8000 0% 12 000 1%

Office rental 23 760 2% 54 000 4% 64 800 4%

Total 971 760 100% 1 497 000 100% 1 772 800 100%

Jobs: Number: Anual  
wage

Amount Number: Anual  
wage

Amount: Number: Anual  
wage

Amount:

Business dev. 4 (+4 fin 

d'année)

40 000 220 000 13 40 000 520 000 14 40 000 560 000

Developpers 3 50 000 150 000 8 50 000 400 000 9 50 000 450 000

Happiness officer 0 34 000 0 0 34 000 0 1 34 000 34 000

Founders 4 45 000 180 000 4 45 000 180 000 4 45 000 180 000

SEO Expert 0 47 000 0 0 47 000 0 2 47 000 94 000

Total 7 550 000 25 1 100  000 30 1 318 000
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Cities : Target 
(Individuals)

Number of visits /
month

Paris 900 000 90 000 2019 2020 2021 2022

Barcelone 420 000 42 000 Number of visits from 
individuals / month

206 000 534 000 644 000 644 000

London 1 300 000 130 000 Conversion rate 20 % 20 % 20 % 23 %

Madrid 720 000 72 000 Average number of 
conversion / month

41 200 106 800 128 800 148 120

Berlin 900 000 90 000 Amount from 7 to 20 € : 
gain Stoby = 2,28€

20 % 20 % 20 % 20 % 

Munich 660 000 66 000 Amount from 21 to 30€ : 
gain Stoby = 4,46€

35% 35% 35% 35%

Roma 1 100 000 110 000 Amount from 31 to 40 € : 
gain de Stoby = 6,28 €

35% 35% 35% 35%

Lyon 150 000 15 000 Amount from 41 € to + : 
gain de Stoby = 10,35 €

10% 10% 10% 10%

Lille 90 000 9000 Potential turnover (€) 2 595 600 6 728 400 8 114 400 9 331 560

Toulouse 100 000 10 000

Marseille 100 000 10 000

FINANCIAL ESTIMATIONS


